Challenge Labs
for Assessments

Lifelong learning seems to be the “mantra” of today. Gone are the days when learning used
to stop as soon as one graduated from college. Every professional is expected to keep
learning if they need to keep themselves relevant in their field of work. This is more so for
folks in technical careers. While it is great to keep learning, learning is as complete only if
there is an assessment at the end of it. The learning in organizations is driven mainly by
work requirements. The learning can be made available in multiple ways – classroom or
instructor led or self-paced. Here are a few first-hand scenarios on assessments and
learning completeness in a typical organization.

Ayush, a Manager in the Learning and
Development department, has had a busy year
rolling out trainings in many industry 4.0
technologies like Cloud, AI / ML, Big Data, RPA
etc. These trainings were all Instructor led. At
the end of every Instructor led training,
questionnaires were filled by the learners on
trainer effectiveness, and in some cases a cap
stone project was also added to be completed
after the training. The capstone project
completions would usually get stretched
beyond the 2 or 3 weeks the trainers’ time
availability for the program. Due to these time
constraints many of the learners were left
without a completion certificate.
Nirmal is an Engineer who has gone through a
self-paced Big Data training from a MooC
platform. His organization provided him a lab
to accompany the training and he also
received a completion certificate. However,
his capstone project was not evaluated, and
he did not know whether he could do better
on it.
Burhan is an Engineering Manager who is
considering nominating a few of his team
members for a promotion. He knows that
based on their performance in their current
project, they are skilled and are ready to take
on bigger responsibilities. Burhan wanted to
show some artefacts of what his team
members could do, but he did not know where
he could get such environments.

Jose is also an Engineering Manager whose team
works on multiple cloud platforms. Jose’s client
manager has said that each team member should
be certified at least on one or two of the cloud
platforms. Jose knows from experience that the
key to getting certified is to be able to practice
solving real world problem statements on lab
environments. He is checking with L&D team on
where he could get these problem statements and
lab environments.
Are you able to relate to one or two of the
scenarios described above? Let us list down the
key asks for each scenario:
• A real lab environment with problem
statements
• The lab environments should be real world
• These labs with problem statements should be
available on demand
• It may be good to have some connect with an
SME to discuss about an assignment or a
capstone project submission

It is time to introduce Nuvepro’s Challenge
labs. What are challenge labs? And how are
these helpful for enterprises?
•

•

•
•

Well, to start with challenge labs are
basically cloud labs that are attached to
Challenges.
These labs have their entry and exit
defined for their challenges. The evaluation
of these challenges can be automated
These challenges are available on demand
and are refreshed continuously
As needed, the learners can get access to
an SME to discuss any doubts on the
submission

Then where does
Nuvepro step in?
1

Define the challenge so that they
mimic real world situations

2

Provides the framework to grade the
submissions

3

Sets up the lab to achieve maximum
accuracy

4

Curates the entry and exit criteria in
consultation with the hiring organization

5

For any lab related issues, Nuvepro
provides troubleshooting as well

Nuvepro can assist in
helping complete
the cycle of learning.
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